Beat tracking estimation from music signals becomes difficult in the presence of highly predominant vocals. We compare the performance of five state-of-the-art algorithms on two datasets, a generic annotated collection and a dataset comprised of song excerpts with highly predominant vocals. Then, we use seven state-of-the-art audio voice suppression techniques and a simple low pass filter to improve beat tracking estimations in the later case. Finally, we evaluate all the pairwise combinations between beat tracking and voice suppression methods. We confirm our hypothesis that voice suppression improves the mean performance of beat trackers for the predominant vocal collection.
INTRODUCTION
The Beat is a relevant audio descriptor of a piece of music defined as "one of a series of regularly recurring, precisely equivalent stimuli" [1] which represents the perceptually most prominent period at which most people would regularly tap their feet, hands or finger when listening to music.
The location of the beats in music is exploited in higherlevel music processing applications such as music retrieval, cover detection, playlist generation, structural analysis, score alignment, rhythm transformations or source separation, among others. For this reason, the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) research community has devoted much effort to finding ways to automate its extraction.
Many approaches for beat tracking from music signals have been proposed in the literature [2] [3] [4] [5] . Although current state of the art methods yield satisfactory results for many application contexts (e.g. around 77,7% accuracy according to [6] ), and some efforts have also been devoted to their quantitative comparison [7] , there is an increasing interest in analyzing the limitations of existing methods in terms of music Thanks to Colciencias and Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana (Colombia), Music Technology Group at Universitat Pompeu Fabra, SIGMUS project (http://mtg.upf.edu/project/sigmus) for the financial support. material and computed descriptors as a way to overcome the glass ceiling in system performance.
In this direction, Holzapfel et al. propose a method for the automatic identification of difficult examples for beat tracking by assigning a "difficulty" score to musical signals based on the mutual agreement between a committee of five beat tracking algorithms [6] . This study was carried out on a music collection of 1360 songs [2, 8] . As a result of this analysis, an annotated audio dataset of 217 difficult excerpts of 40 s from varied musical styles (e.g. classical, chanson, jazz, folk and flamenco) was created. This collection contained, among others, songs with strong and expressive vocals, which resulted in beat estimation errors even in the presence of a rhythmically stable accompaniment. This paper focuses on beat estimation in this particular context, songs with highly predominant vocals, and is motivated by previous research showing the advantage of source separation techniques as a preprocessing step for automatic tempo estimation [9, 10] and beat tracking [11] [12] [13] . We evaluate and discuss how voice suppression techniques improve rhythmic saliency in songs with highly predominant vocals and quiet accompaniment, and thus facilitate the automatic estimation of beat positions.
Using source separation for improving tempo accuracy estimation has been proposed by Alonso [9] , based on harmonic + noise decomposition of the audio signal. To improve beat/tempo estimation Gkiokas [11] , uses a percussive / harmonic blind source separation and Chordia [10] uses a blind source separation technique using the non-shift-invariant version of Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (PLCA). In this study we proposed to use source separation for voice suppression in excerpts with highly predominant vocals, in order to improve beat tracking performance. To the best of our knowledge, such an approach has a not been previously considered in the literature.
In this study, we evaluate the performance of five stateof-the-art beat tracking algorithms in combination with seven different voice suppression approaches and a simple low pass filter. We consider an annotated dataset of difficult audio song excerpts with highly predominant vocals. The paper is struc-tured as follows. We first present the experimental methodology and tested approaches in sec. 2. Then we present the main results of this work in sec. 3. Finally, we discuss them in sec. 4, giving ideas for future work in this problem.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Music Material
Two datasets have been considered for this study. The first one is varied in terms of genre and tempo, and it has been widely used in the literature [2, 6, 8, 14] . It consists on 1360 beat-annotated musical pieces (Dataset1360), with tempi ranging from 50 to 200 bpm, and covering the following musical genres: acoustic, afro-american, jazz/blues, classical, choral, electronic, rock/pop, balkan/greek and samba. This dataset allows us to obtain a baseline evaluation of the considered beat tracking algorithms (see Table 2 ). The second one (DatasetSMC) 1 contains 217 beat-annotated musical pieces which have been found to be difficult for automatic beat tracking according to [6] . It includes the following genres: classical music, romantic music, jazz, blues, chanson, and solo guitar compositions.
The difficulty of the excerpts in the Dataset1360 and DatasetSMC was further assessed from the mean performance of the five considered beat trackers using the method proposed in [6, 15] . From the difficult excerpts, we finally selected 75 examples with highly predominant vocals (DatasetVocal).
Voice Suppression Methods
Voice suppression methods intend to remove the singing voice from a polyphonic music signal by means of source separation techniques. According to [16] , there are three main approaches for singing voice separation methods: spectrogram factorization, pitch-based inference and repeating-structure removal. In this study, we consider a set of state-of-the-art algorithms based on those different principles which are accessible for evaluation purposes. Three different spectrogram factorization approaches, explained below, are evaluated. They are based on decomposing a magnitude spectrogram as a set of components that represent features such as the spectral patterns (basis) or the activations (gains) of the active components along time [16] [17] [18] . We also evaluate the use of four repeating-structure removal methods [19] [20] [21] which rely on pattern recognition to identify and extract accompaniment segments, without manual labeling, which can be classified as repeating musical structures. Finally, we evaluated the use of an low pass filter to remove higher spectral components in order to compare the results of voice suppression algorithms with a simple approach. We provide a brief description of the considered algorithms.
1 http://smc.inescporto.pt/research/data/ Low Pass Filter (LPF): Base on [22] , a simple Butterworth double-pole low-pass filter at 261.6 Hz (4800 cent) and Q = 0.707 was used as a baseline approach to remove high spectral components where the voice is assumed to be predominant. 2 Instantaneous Mixture Model (IMM): Durrieu et al. [17] propose a source/filter signal model of a mixed power spectrum as a decomposition into a dictionary of pre-defined spectral shapes, which provide a mid-level representation of the signal content together with some timbre information. A non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) technique is used for source separation 3 . Low Latency Instrument Separation (LLIS): This method allows voice suppression under real-time constraints, and it is based on time-frequency binary masks resulting from the combination of azimuth, phase difference and absolute frequency spectral bin classification and harmonic-derived masks. A support vector machine (SVM) is used for timbre classification, and for the harmonic-derived masks, a pitch likelihood estimation technique based on Tikhonov regularization is used. We refer to [18] for a detailed description of the algorithm.
Repeating Pattern Extraction Technique (REPET): REPET 4 is a method for separating the repeating background from the non-repeating foreground in a excerpt audio mixture. The approach assumes that musical pieces are often characterized by an underlying repeating structure over which varying elements are superimposed. The system identifies the repeating elements in the audio, compares them to repeating models derived from them, and extracts the repeating patterns via time-frequency masking. REPET with sliding window (REPET win) is an extension of the algorithm to full-track songs applying the algorithm to local sections over time using a fixed sliding window. We refer to [19] for a detailed description of the algorithm.
Adaptive REPET (REPET ada): The REPET method is originally intended for excerpts with a relatively stable repeating background. For full-track songs, the repeating background is likely to vary over time, so the adaptive REPET can be directly adapted along time by locally modeling the repeating background to handle varying repeating structures. This method is detailed in [20] .
REPET with Similarity Matrix (REPET sim): This method [21] , generalizes the REPET approach to handle cases where repetitions also happen intermittently or without a fixed period, thus allowing the processing of music pieces with fastvarying repeating structures and isolated repeating elements. Instead of looking for periodicity, this method uses a similarity matrix to identify repeating elements. It then calculates a repeating spectrogram model using the median and extracts repeating patterns using a time-frequency masking.
Singing Voice Separation (UJaen): The last considered approach, described in [16] , factorizes a mixture spectrogram into three separated spectrograms (Percussive, Harmonic and Vocal). Harmonic sounds are modeled by sparseness in frequency and smoothness in time, percussive sounds by smoothness in frequency and sparseness in time and vocal sound are modeled by sparseness in frequency and sparseness in time. A predominant f 0 estimation method is used for the vocal separation, for which the vocal parts were previously labeled by hand. The implementation used in this study had the same source separation method, but was completely unsupervised.
Beat trackers
We consider five state-of-the-art beat tracking approaches presented in Table 1 . The algorithms used consist of two processing steps: First, the extraction of an onset detection function which is a mid-level representation that reveals the main changes in the audio signal in time, like Bandwise Accent Signal (BAS) [5] , Complex spectral difference (CSD) [23] , Energy Flux (EF) [24] , Mel auditory feature (MAF) [25] , Harmonic feature (HF) [26] , Beat emphasis function (BEF) [27] and Spectral flux (SFX) [23] .
Second, a periodicity detection function is used to obtain an estimation of the beat times and finally the phase (position) of the beats are defined in this process. The tracker systems used by the evaluated approaches are: Autocorrelation function (ACF) [3, 28] , Comb bank filter (CBF) [5] , Inter-onset interval (IOI) [2, 4] , Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [3, 5, 28] and Multiple agents (MA) [2] .
Beat
Onset 
Evaluation Measures
For evaluating the beat tracking accuracy against manual annotations, we consider the beat tracking evaluation toolbox 9 which is used on the beat tracking evaluation task at the MIREX evaluation initiative [29] .
Among all the proposed evaluation metrics, we consider the most permissive continuity measures that Allowed Metrical Level errors, because it considers that beat estimations at double or half of the correct metrical level are valid, and it also accepts off-beat estimations. We compute AMLc (Allowed Metrical Level with continuity required) and AMLt (Allowed Metrical Level with no continuity required) as defined in [5, 30] . Output range between [0 -100]%. Table 2 shows the average evaluation results of the considered beat tracking systems on a varied dataset Dataset1360 and Table 3 We observe that the beat tracking performance drastically decreases for songs with highly predominant vocals for all the considered methods. This confirms our hypothesis and the observations of previous research work [6] , which identified the difficulty of these examples. To get an idea of the best algorithmic performance currently achievable, we define an "Oracle" beat tracker whose performance is equal to the best performance obtained for each excerpt by any of the considered algorithms. For the DatasetVocal, the Oracle tracker would yield 33.95% and 52.65% accuracy for the AMLc and AMLt measures respectively. Evidently, there is still much room for improvement for this type of music material.
RESULTS
Regarding the advantage of using voice suppression techniques, we observe that all beat trackers increases their mean performance (AMLc and AMLt measures) over DatasetVocal when using UJaen and IMM as a preprocessing step, although the accuracy increase is small. In Addition, Degara's beat tracking approach (with one of the highest performance in Dataset1360) statistically improves its performance for all the evaluated voice suppression algorithms (p<0.05). Moreover, all beat trackers improve their accuracy (AMLt measure) using LLIS as a preprocessing step. Finally, the three best performing methods on Dataset1360 experience an increase of the performance on DatasetVocal using very simple (LPF) and fast (REPET) approaches. This leads us to one of the most critical aspects of using voice suppression over large collections: the computational cost (The runtime is provided in Table 3 ). Although these approaches vary in terms of optimization level, we observe large differences in runtime (e.g. IMM is almost 50 times slower than UJaen algorithm). Table 4 . Percentage of songs that improves and degraded in all beat trackers in each voice suppression system
In Table 4 we present the total number of songs for which all beat trackers obtained improved performance when using voice suppression algorithms. We observe that the performance is improved for the majority of songs (with the exception of the REPET method). We also observe that the better the performance of the voice suppression algorithm, the greater the increase in beat tracking performance.
If we apply voice suppression methods not only to music with highly predominant vocal but for Dataset1360, we only get small improvements in accuracy for the combination of all REPET+Degara, LLIS+Klapuri and REPET sim+ IBT. None of these improvements are statistically significant, though. We then conclude that while voice suppression might be beneficial for excerpts with highly predominant vocals, these algorithms do not provide enhancements for varied datasets.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Voice suppression allows beat trackers to achieve higher estimation accuracy than the Oracle in some song excerpts with highly predominant vocals, as they enhance the signal and allow a better mid-level representation for beat tracking. Although the highest increase is yielded by the IMM voice suppression method, this approach needs a very high computation time (around 196 min per song) to process the audio. Other methods such as LLIS and UJaen yield similar results in less computation time (around 3.9 min per song). This fact makes them more suitable to process large music collections.
We have demonstrated that voice suppression techniques help to push up the glass ceiling of state-of-the-art beat tracking algorithms in music with highly predominant vocals. Nevertheless, this approach would decrease beat tracking performance in the contrary situation, i.e. a cappella, choral or music where the voice carries relevant rhythmic information. Future work has to be devoted to automatically selecting the candidate material where voice suppression would have a positive effect on beat tracking.
Beat trackers with higher mean performance in this evaluation seem to benefit more from voice suppression in difficult songs with highly predominant vocals. Moreover, voice suppression can be used as a pre-processing stage without having to modify the beat tracking algorithm.
Most of the voice suppression algorithms use spatial information to improve their performance. This evaluation was carried out on excerpts of mono files. For future experiments, we will consider full length stereo songs in order to evaluate voice suppression methods in more realistic setting.
Finally, we plan to investigate if there is a suitable methodology to combine different voice suppression methods with alternative beat tracking algorithms as a way to maximize the performance increase.
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